
HISTORY OF THE RUSSIAN PIANO TRIO
(Text by Natalia Rubinstein)

CD 5: LATE PREMIERES
We await the release of this disc with great excitement – three world-premieres, three composers whose
fates actually reflected  the  history  of  the  20th  century,  whose  lives  and fame were destroyed  by the
Russian  Revolution,  scattered  in  the  whirlwind  of  the  change  of  epochs,  world  views  and  aesthetic
touchstones,  while  their very names  vanished  from  both  the  history  of  music  and  the  memory  of
subsequent generations of musicians.  Three piano trios that have remained unheard over the course of
a whole century! To hold  these  priceless  scores  in  our  hands,  to  immerse  ourselves  gradually  in  the
music, trying to discern its language and hidden meaning, to play these compositions for the first time, to
record them for the first time – all this has been an incomparable, invaluable, and joyful experience!

As we prepared to record these trios, piece by piece we gathered scattered evidences that could tell us
about how they were composed. We did not find much – short newspaper items, reviews, fragments of
manuscripts, and correspondence with the publishers which, miraculously, had survived in archives in
Russia, Ukraine, Europe, and America. But just as an eye slowly adapts to darkness, these captivating
sonic  worlds  appeared  from  nothingness,  from  the  silence  of  oblivion, musical  details  became
distinguishable to the ear, like diary entries preserving both the era and the compelling figures of the
composers.

The youngest of the three composers, Vladimir Dyck, wrote his trio in Paris. After graduation from the
class  of  Nikolai  Rimsky-Korsakov at  the  St  Petersburg Conservatory,  he  got  a  degree from the  Paris
Conservatory where  he  had  studied under  Charles-Marie  Widor  and  Antoine  Taudou.  Initially  he
intended to return to Russia, but news of the revolutionary events of 1905 and pogroms against Jews in
Ukraine in which his family had been killed,  forced him to change his mind.  Reverberations of  these
tortuous misgivings  are  woven into the  music  of  his  Piano Trio  by  the  use  of  wonderfully  nostalgic
Russian themes, a polyphony of dissonant motifs and carefree songs of French cabaret. In 1910, Dyck
acquired French citizenship and settled in Paris forever. Success was his constant companion and he was
loved by the French public. He was a professor at the Paris Conservatory and was awarded the Prix de
Rome. Many references to Dyck’s piano and vocal compositions have survived in the archives, along with
others about the performers and publishers of his transcriptions and arrangements as well as about the
singers who took part in performances of his lyric opera. However, in the annals of the “Russian Musical
Society Abroad”, there is not a single word about Vladimir Dyck. It appears that his break with Russia was
final and total. No texts in Russian about him have survived. We even had to transcribe his name from
French when it came to drafting the advertisements for one of our concerts in Moscow. In July 1943,
Vladimir Dyck was arrested by the Gestapo in his Parisian apartment, along with his wife and daughter,
and sent to the Auschwitz concentration camp. The exact date of his death is unknown; his manuscripts
vanished.

Trio  in  C major  by Konstantin  von  Sternberg,  like  an intermezzo of  a  three-movement  sonata  cycle,
contrasts with the other two trios on this CD, both in the joyous character of this delightful miniature
composition, and fortunate life story of its author. Konstantin von Sternberg was born in St Petersburg
back in the days of Glinka, in 1852, and studied in Europe under Moscheles, Kullak, and even, for a time,
with Liszt. He toured the world, and from 1886, he settled down in the USA, where he founded his own
piano school in Philadelphia. Being himself a sparkling piano virtuoso, he seemed to consider the piano
and pianists to be the major objects for his activities as a composer. His many virtuoso capriccios, etudes,
fantasias, and transcriptions that he performed himself during his concerts or dedicated to friends (to
Godowsky, for example) earned him impressive fame during his lifetime, but were forgotten as soon as
virtuosos  were  out  of  fashion.  However,  his  compositional  heritage  also  comprises  chamber  music,



including this trio which demonstrates uncommon musical mastery, impeccable taste, and an endearing
sense of humour which is not very often found in Russian piano trios.

Entirely different emotional  effect  is  produced by the trio written by Sergei Youferov.  The incredible
power  of  emotional  expression,  the  inspired  beauty  of  instrumental  themes,  and the colouristic
techniques of this work place it alongside the greatest musical achievements of the Russian “Silver Age”.

The trio, written in St Petersburg in 1911, encompasses the sounds of an epoch on the verge of ruin. The
premonition of  catastrophe, tumult of  the coming barbarity,  the lingering and ethereal  beauty of  the
fanciful  lines,  and  the  unexpected  minimalistic,  repetitive  structure  of  unison  of  the  finale  are  all
perceptible as prophetic symbols of the artist's fate.

Descended from a distinguished noble family, the pianist, composer, conductor, and musical critic Sergei
Youferov was highly educated, wealthy, and successful. The position at the centre of musical life in Russia
which he occupied from the beginning of his career came naturally to him. Since his childhood he was
acquainted  with  Tchaikovsky (Youferov's  father  was  Tchaikovsky's  fellow from law-school),  Youferov
graduated from the St Petersburg Conservatory where he had studied under Glazunov and Klenovsky as
well as from the Moscow Conservatory where he was taught by Hubert and Laroche. He was an author of
three operas, a symphony, and numerous cycles for choir, for solo piano as well  as for voice with an
orchestra that were published by Russian and European editorials. Moreover, he was an active concert
pianist and conductor, the director of one of the departments of the Russian Musical Society, and a co-
author of the Russian law on musical copyright. The evidence we have gathered leaves no doubt that
Youferov was an important figure in the Russian Renaissance. However, after 1917 his name and music
vanished completely from the history of the arts. Only circumstantial evidence has survived of his escape
from Russia to Switzerland on the eve of the Revolution. His ultimate fate, and the date of his death, are
unknown.

We have put all our love for chamber music, all our knowledge and skills, into the preparation of this CD,
and it  is  our sincere hope that these recordings of the Piano Trios of Vladimir Dyck,  Konstantin von
Sternberg, and Sergei Youferov, being revealed here for the first time, will attract the attention of new
generations of performers and researchers to the oeuvres of these wonderful composers. Certainly, we
believe that this music will inspire the same delight in the hearts of our listeners as they do in our own.


